
Car 201 
-Assist loading passengers. 

-Stand by the gap between car 201. 

-Prepare to notify “yard master” of available seats. 

-Wait for Conductor’s message to close gates and 

release brakes. 

-Lift Flipper Board on Loading Platform. 

-Lift Flipper Board on Unloading Platform. 

-Release brakes.  

-Notify conductor car is ready to depart.  
-Car host on 100 should respond first,               

followed by 101, 200 and 201. 

-Set chains across the entrance and exit doors.  

-Set chain on north door. 
 

 

  

Car 101 
-Assist loading passengers. 

-Prepare to notify “yard master” of available seats. 

-Wait for Conductor’s message to close gates and 

release brakes. 

-Fold back Both Gates. 

-Lift Flipper Board on Loading Platform. 

-Lift Flipper Board on Unloading Platform. 

-Release brakes. 
 -Notify conductor car is ready to depart.  

-Car host on 100 should respond first, 

followed by 101, 200 and 201. 
 

 

 

  

Cars 100 and 200 
-Assist loading passengers. 

-Prepare to notify “yard master” of available seats. 

-Wait for Conductor’s message to close gates and 

release brakes. 

-Lift Flipper Board on Loading Platform. 

-Lift Flipper Board on Unloading Platform. 

-Release brakes. 
-Notify conductor car is ready to depart.  

-Car host on 100 should respond first, 

followed by 101, 200 and 201. 
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Car 101 
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Cars 100 and 200 
-Assist loading passengers. 

-Prepare to notify “yard master” of available seats. 

-Wait for Conductor’s message to close gates and 

release brakes. 

-Lift Flipper Board on Loading Platform. 

-Lift Flipper Board on Unloading Platform. 

-Release brakes. 
-Notify conductor car is ready to depart.  

-Car host on 100 should respond first, 

followed by 101, 200 and 201. 

 

 


